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More good news. The Bridge
Collective has been awarded a grant
by the Co-Operative Bank Donation
Fund to purchase a much-needed
new computer for the oﬃce as well as
an iPad which will make our work on
producing the Newsletter easier! The
Wholefoods cupboard has been
replenished after a season of drought,
see inside for an up-to-date price list.
There is also news about plans to
recruit new Bridge Collective posts,
research participation opportunities
with Devon Partnership Trust and
some lovely feedback from the Steps
Bridge weekend. The Underground
Sounds Open Reflection held in May
was a great success, with lots of
people and energy bringing together
some old and new faces - see inside
for an update.
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This newsletter has contributions from people who
share their perspectives and opinions.
The views expressed are not necessarily shared or
endorsed by the Bridge Collective
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Bridge Collective August 2018 What’s On
Look out for updates on our website or on our front door
Tel: 01392 433358 www.bridgecollective.org.uk/whats-on/
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Thurs 2nd

• 12-4pm Thursday Open Afternoon

Fri 3rd
Sat 4th

• 2-4pm Underground Sound working space: equipment
maintenance, recruitment planning, shaping the project
• 12.30-2.30pm Rainbowbridge

Mon 6th

• 10.30-12.30 - Women's Art Group

Tues 7th

• 11.15am-1pm Experts by Experience - General meeting

Wed 8th

• 12-2pm Getting ready for the community meeting: getting the
agenda ready, writing out flipcharts
• 1pm - 2.30pm Open Minds

Thurs 9th

• 1-3pm Community meeting

Tues 14th

• 2.30-4pm Company systems working party: Bridge working
space - cleaning, typing, health & safety checks, shopping etc.

Wed 15th

• Greenwood Project visit to Yeo Vale Wood. Weaving & Dyeing.
Meet 10.40am at bus stop in Paris Street, Exeter, nearest to the
corner with the High Street.

Thurs 16th

• 12-4pm Thursday Open Afternoon
• Time to be confirmed – visit by John Stammers from Exeter
Volunteer Centre, First Step - volunteering project.

Mon 20th

• 10.30-12.30 - Women's Art Group

Tues 21st

• 11am – 1pm Experts by Experience working space

Wed 22nd

• Greenwood Project visit to Exmouth Beach: Beach Art and
Picnic. Meet Exmouth Rail Station 12 noon. Bring picnic food.

Thurs 23rd

• 12-4pm Thursday Open Afternoon
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Wholefoods available at the Bridge
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Smooth roast instant coffee (cafedirect) -100g

£3.77

Smooth roast filter coffee (cafedirect) -227g

£3.58

Decaf organic instant coffee (fair trade) - 100g

£3.37

Decaf Machu Picchu filter coffee (fair trade) - 227g

£3.91

Clipper Earl Grey tea bags (fair trade) -125g

£2.14

Traidcraft one cup tea bags - 440 bags

£9.03

Green and Black’s organic cocoa - 125g

£2.09

Bambu fruit and grain coffee - 100g

£3.42

Bottle Green elderflower cordial - 500ml

£2.58

Essential organic peanut butter - 350g

£2.47

Demerara Sugar (fair trade) - 500g

£1.23

Green and Black’s chocolate - organic (fair trade) white - 100g

£1.89

Green and Black’s chocolate - organic (fair trade) milk - 100g

£1.89

Doves Farm organic strong wholemeal bread flour - 1.5kg

£1.53

Ecover multi surface cleaner - 1l

£1.53

Ecover washing up liquid lemon and aloe vera -1l

£3.28

Ecover hand soap (lavender) -250ml
Ecover hand soap lavender & aloe vera refill - bring your own 250ml
bottle

£2.63

Ecover cream cleaner - 500ml

£1.26

Ecover floor soap - 1l

£2.72

30 degradable pedal bin liners

£1.06

Ecover toilet cleaner pine fresh/pine & mint -750ml

£1.72

Essential recycled toilet tissue

£0.45

Ecover non-bio washing powder - 750g

£3.59

Ecover fabric conditioner - 750ml

£1.58

Ecover fabric conditioner refill - bring your own 750ml bottle

£1.00

£1.50
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Depression poem
You break me down,
You make me feel there no hope ,
You make feel there more darkness than is light at the
end of that tunnel ,
You put awful thoughts in my head not good enough
and never will be ,
You say my dreams will never come true
But I am stronger than you think and will fight despite
feeling like crap with mental illness and will be
inspiration to others with mental health
darkness
I may be fighting u but do see the positives in my my
journey
I see many positives I do each day I will have u but part
of me and will be J
Rich Venning
Dream poem
I dream where there more love than hate,
I dream beauty in every living thing ,
I dream where no bullys or crime
I dream that acceptable for being who you are and not
pretend to be someone your not.
I dream to be weird and different and to be accepted J
I dream to wild as a bee and be in a free world
I dream people to be acceptable with any illness and
not to be judged and above to love each living thing.
Rich Venning
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Mother Poem
It takes a lot to be a mother and a friend ,
you helped through things you ever know when I wanted
to give up,
you helped been through thick and thin and still am
there when I went through those dark times you been
there and still am!!!
you wiped my tears and helped through so much and
love you mum
Rich Venning

Animal Poem
You chose me because knew I would care for u
You’re Chose me because you knew You would be
loved
You chose me because you would get treats and be
stroked
You put your paw-prints on my heart since I rescued you
and love you both my Cats Snowy and Merlio
Rich Venning
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Recovery
Yesterday gone a new day today
my fears that i had are long gone
no need to run no need to hide as yesterday gone
tomorrow is new day to learn to ride my fears and have
courage to be strong
i want to rise high from all my brokeness and be shown how
to fly again
Yesterday so now gone forget all my mistakes and move on
so this new day i learn to hold on my journey of recovery is
now on
the babys steps i take is my first steps on the path to freedom.
It may be long but each new day i learn to cherish who I am to
realise that the mind takes time to fix
recovery is all about finding yourself again accepting hope
and belief that every new day is finding true happiness to feel
your no longer bound
recovery i hope you find the rainbow of hope that thingz can
get better the sun reflects the light in you
recovery is been able to walk on through when darkness over
took your mind
so everything is possible you will find
allow yourself to start the journey as recovery will be found.
Martine Blair
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Sometimes you win,
sometimes you learn.
― John Maxwell
There is a crack in
everything.
That's how the light
gets in.
― Leonard Cohen
Oft hope is born
when all is forlorn.
― J.R.R. Tolkien
If you can't change it, change the
way you think about it.
― Maya Angelou

In a time of destruction,
create something.
― Maxine Hong Kingston

Courage starts with showing up
and letting ourselves be seen.
― Brené Brown,

Pay attention.
Be astonished.
Tell about it.
― Mary Oliver

Love is the only force capable of transforming an
enemy to a friend.
― Martin Luther King Jr
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Steps Bridge
Steps Bridge is a delight!
I would not have known how to find it if I had
not travelled here with the Greenwood
Project.
Hard to know what to do, such a plentitude
of choice. Do I lie on the top bunk watching
the tall bare trees, the daﬀodils and the
primroses from the window? Do I go for a
group walk where Andrew points out the
wild garlic and gives us some local
information in an informal way that is easy to
understand. Do I go for a little wander at the
back and stand and meditate, watching the
treetops pattern the sky, hearing the
birdsong? I did all of these.
My visit to Steps Bridge felt like renewing a
vow - my vow to love, be mindful of and
respect Nature. Nature is there and gives to
all of us, all we need do is see, hear, feel and
breathe in its diversity and healing magic.
Rachel Schaufeld
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Charcoal drawing by Gabriella
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Research Recruitment
Devon Partnership Trust research and development
team have visited Experts by Experience and let us
know about the following voluntary opportunities to
get involved in local research.
Devon Partnership Trust supports a wide range of
studies from mental health to eating disorders to
dementia. The studies range from one off
questionnaires, medication trials as well as
psychological and lifestyle interventions.
Studies we are currently recruiting for include:

Health and Wellbeing Survey:
A demographic based survey of health and wellbeing in
individuals with a diagnosis of Bipolar and/or Psychosis.

TRIANGLE:
A novel intervention examining long-term patient
wellbeing following hospital treatment for people with a
diagnosis of anorexia nervosa.

SCENE 4:
The study aims to establish the best way to help people
with a diagnosis of psychosis to increase their social
activities and the number of people they meet.

OPIANT BULIMIA:
We are looking for female patients with a diagnosis of
Bulimia, aged 18-60 to determine whether an intranasal
spray can improve binging and purging urges.
12

SYMBAD:
A clinical trial for agitation in individuals with a diagnosis
of dementia

ADEPT:
An alternative talking therapy for people with a diagnosis
of depression, focusing on increasing positive thoughts
and feelings.

PPIP:
A study looking at psychiatric illness in relation to
immune system diseases

Sinapps 2:
Clinical trial of immunotherapy versus placebo for people
with a diagnosis of psychosis whose blood tests show
that their psychosis is antibody-associated.
We are based at Wonford House Hospital, Exeter.
For more information about the research studies or if
you want to get involved, you can get in contact
by email: dpt.researchrecruitment@nhs.net
or give us a call on: 01392 674 117
You can also check out our website by simply searching
“DPT research and development”
https://www.dpt.nhs.uk/about/research-developmentinnovation
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There are also opportunities to be involved in
Patient and Public Involvement and Engagement (PPIE)
with the research and development team at Devon
Partnership Trust:
“We have the following opportunities for Bridge
Collective Attendees:
•

•

•

•

In exchange for reimbursement help to role play as
a patient for us so that we can practice using rating
scales and therefore offer a better experience to
participants
In exchange for reimbursement attend staff
interviews to give your feedback on who we should
employ in our department
In exchange for reimbursement help us complete
trial runs of research studies
Not in exchange for reimbursement, attend the
usual Experts by Experience meetings and give
opinions and feedback on what you think about
future studies that we may run in our department.
This will help us to decide which studies to take on.”

To find out more about getting involved come along to
the Experts by Experience monthly meeting at the
Bridge Collective on the first Tuesday of the month
11.15am – 1pm. All welcome to find out more J
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The Bridge Collective Facebook page
is 5 years old on the 8th August 2018
The Bridge Collective Facebook page is an informal space for
members to share ideas, art, photos, links and more.
If you already have a facebook account you can join the group and
participate.
If you are new to facebook, it provides an online place to network
and socialise. A way to connect to people and if you are unable to
get out much it can provide valuable human contact.
The Bridge Collective Facebook page is another place to find out
about Bridge Collective news.
You don’t need to join facebook to view the page.
To find the the Bridge Collective facebook page go to
the Bridge website: www.bridgecollective.org.uk
In the top right hand corner is a blue f for facebook

Click on the blue f and you’ll see Bridge Collective posts about
upcoming events, photos and links.
If you scroll down on the online facebook page you’ll be able to see
some Bridge collective history going back 5 years!
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Linocut by Anita Doidge
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Volunteer Team Development ideas - 13th April 2018
Where do we want to be in 3 years time?
Ø Doing and being
Ø Budget:
• Budget volunteer budget
• Training budget
Ø Structure:
• Good support systems, structure, back-up
• Harnessing energy for volunteering
• ? person/person(s) responsible for volunteering e.g. volunteer co-ordinator
• Looking at induction process
• Peer review with structure
• Clear set up about volunteer hosting of events
• Good communication links
• Planning awareness capacity for new keyholders
Ø Clarity:
• Clarity on what volunteering means in the Bridge + how voluntary roles are
created, specific to how (the word volunteering) used in the Bridge
• Clarity volunteer not to help us, need want to “be us”
• Words for what we do
• Clear definitions and advertising
• Clarity volunteer support + questions where to raise/bring?
• Up to date volunteer policy
• Clarity on expectations, responsibilities
• Clarity volunteers + the law, rights, duties
• Clarity opportunities
• Volunteer expenses clear
• How, when, where, who - clear points of entry e.g directors written (description)
and (attending) AGM
Ø Introduction and reviews:
• An introduction to – presentation – things people could do, people have done,
giving info and time for questions
• What give and what get
• Volunteer role descriptions self negotiated
• Volunteer role review
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What does the word volunteer mean to you?
Ideas below from Nicola……
Here’s one way of looking at Bridge Collective volunteering……..
We have done volunteering at the Bridge in a unique, organically
evolving way over the last 11 years. In the beginning years, way back
in 2006/7/8 we didn’t use the word ‘volunteer’ so much. The Bridge
Collective began out of ideas that we were doing and can, as a bunch
of people, do things ourselves. The ‘we’ and the ‘us’ was people with
lived experiences of mental health issues, people self-defining their
experience, people supporting family and friends, people working in
community and mental health projects and people interested in
mental health and community building in general. We got together
and made things happen; big groups in a hired room at the Quaker
Meeting House sharing ideas and plans and going off in groups to put
things into action; being simultaneously providers and beneficiaries of
what we do.
There was sometimes fear that if we had “volunteers” then some
people might want to be in a “i’m a helper” role and put others in a
“helped” role rather than being an “us” together all giving and gaining
by being part of building relationships and community together.
People with experiences of life in all shapes and forms getting
together: a sense of equality, mutuality and co-creation.
In 2009 an organization called the Cooperatives Enterprise Unit
helped us with a review of how we work: “The Bridge Collective the
Future”. It’s interesting reading some of the words offered back then
to describe paid and unpaid participation: e.g. “paid contributor” and
“unpaid contributor”. Opportunity to contribute and be recognized for
contributing is something important to many people at the Bridge and
is in our mission statement: “…. a place to participate in making a
valid contribution….”. See overleaf for current ways to contribute both
through a volunteer role and through taking part in Bridge Collective
working spaces. In 2009/10 we started asking: do we want peer
support group facilitator roles to become volunteer roles? In 2012 we
settled on using the word volunteer and made a volunteer policy.
We are now working out the details of ring-fencing dedicated time for
developing volunteering at the Bridge, our volunteer recruitment
processes and support and training for new named volunteers.
Watch this space!

What does the word volunteer mean to you?
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the monthly community meeting. New volunteer roles

Volunteer role ideas are talked about and agreed at

Named volunteer roles

you can. Working space activities include things like: cleaning

It’s fine to drop into a working space and do what you can when

Bridge working spaces are open spaces to contribute.

Working space and informal participation

Bridge Collective
Volunteer roles and working spaces

need: matching the volunteer and the role, volunteer

• Getting ready for the community meeting

windows, typing, shopping, hovering, proof-reading, photocopying

• Peer support group volunteer facilitator

• Newsletter gathering, planning, collective editing

support, references, checks, induction and training.

• Director

• Experts by Experience working space

Examples of Bridge working spaces:

• Experts by Experience workshop facilitator

• Cleaning working party

Examples of named volunteer roles:

• Room hire hosts

• Writing & reviewing policies together

To take part in working spaces:

• Thursday open afternoon volunteers

To be a new named volunteer:

Drop into a working party space: all welcome. Check here for next

• Getting the community day stall and information stand ready

Check here for new volunteer vacancies:

working space dates: http://www.bridgecollective.org.uk/whats-on/

• Wholefoods Project volunteer

http://www.bridgecollective.org.uk/work-with-us/
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Women’s Art Group
at The Bridge Collective

every two weeks on
a Monday 10.30 - 12.30
check: www.bridgecollective.org.uk/calendar/
for upcoming dates

email: art@bridgecollective.org.uk
phone: 0753 5295 419

a safe
women only
space to be
creative
20

Collage by Ceri
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Art at the Bridge evaluation
We are
looking for
feedback
about art
activities at
the Bridge,
including the
Women’s Art
Group and
joint Art and
Greenwood
events.
This will help
us to secure
more funding
for art at the
Bridge.
If you would like to contribute any comments,
feedback or ideas, please use the art evaluation tree
in the Crow’s Nest, or email comments to:
art@bridgecollective.org.uk
Thank you!
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Underground Sound project development.
We are working on developing the new shape of our
music project.

Playing music together:
At the moment the equipment
available to play is acoustic and
percussion. Watch this space for
when electric drums, electric guitars,
keyboards, decks, computers and
recording booth are up and running.
Underground Sound working party
dates:
Fri 3rd Aug 2018 2-4pm,
Fri 7th Sept 2018 2-4pm.
All welcome.
Tel: Nicola on 07812 439818 for more information.
Current things we’re working on:
• Electronic music equipment maintenance and health & safety
• Music equipment training needs
• Budget for Underground Sound project October 2018-March 2019 (to
be confirmed)
• Recruiting a Community Development: Music Project Development
worker
• Time for conversation by conversation – talking about the culture and
shape of the project
• Combined vision for enjoying and make music together with the budget
and skills we have
• Building a recruitment team
• Working towards volunteer recruitment in Underground Sound and the
Bridge as a whole
• Decluttering the computer hard drive: we’ve got approximately 5,000
recordings on our hard drive!
• Opportunity to add songs recorded over the last 10 years to the
Underground Sound Soundcloud
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Experts by Experience
Allen Lane Foundation funding planning 3.4.18
‘Where do we want to be in two years time?’
Still here
Expanded capacity
Clearer processes
Clarity around finances
Regular hours for project co-ordinator
More co-ordinators
Confident succession
Sustainable
Personal development / training for
speakers
Fair recruitment / clear ways to take part
More facilitators trained
Regular discussion groups
Bespoke workshops/ training
Ready-to-go workshops/training
More regular clients/customers

Do first

First Six Months (Mar 2018 – Aug 2018)
Once complete

Ask Allen Lane for template/guidance for submitting
report
Clear plan for Allen Lane
Choose a second working party day and time
Set up twice monthly meetings – aims of them
Cost current EbyE co-ordination time and regularise
Cost development time - what done, contract, fixed
term, bank
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Updated website / flyers
Advertising
Strong networks
Going out to speak [to contacts]

Peer reviews for existing participants
Ask for suggestions for training
programme for participants

Co-ordinator roles – divisions of labour
Proposal community meeting – regularise current
hrs – fixed term stock take hrs – write up to share

Write role descriptions for ways to take
part
Role descriptions written

EbyE meeting for second working party time and
day

Review all advertising materials and website
Website update - How to? Who?
Create new advertising materials
New leaflets – for people involved – for potential
customers

Updated project co-ordinator role
description – cost role
Recruitment process for new
coordinator
Costing recruitment

Research networks – who to contact
Language and vocabulary- EbyE dictionary
20 workshops per year – work out timescales
Work out where and how we count relative to each
grant? Monitoring

Social activity time for building
resilience
Discussion group topics and dates
planned

What counting/evidencing do we need to do set up
monitoring

Second Six Months
(Sept 2018 – Feb 2019)

Onwards

Write grant report in time for Feb 2018 trustee
meeting (Allen Lane) and working out deadlines

Setting up rolling volunteer and
sessional work recruitment and support
processes
Sharing our learning – look conferences

Try out some Bridge based workshops
Recruitment of second part time co-ordinator
Setting up discussion groups

Link with psychologist trainees – make
contact with Annie Mitchell

Training availability

Quarterly budget predictions and
reviews
Setting up realistic costs for work

Putting training packages together
Network – time to talk to new groups of people
Plan ‘ready to go’ training
Time aside for reviews PDRs [personal
development reviews]
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We have a bold plan to put time into recruiting new employees at
the Bridge Collective to be in post by October 2018.
Posts:
• Community development worker: Experts by Experience
(17 month post, 9hrs/week)
• Combined post - Community development worker: Music project
and Community development worker: Volunteering
(6 month post, 16 hours/week)
All of these posts will involve developing: the projects; voluntary
opportunities; and collaborative working across the collective.
If you’re interested in applying, look out for the job adverts in August in the
following places:
• http://www.bridgecollective.org.uk/work-with-us/
• https://www.facebook.com/bridgecollective
• And on posters up at the Bridge Collective
All welcome with recruitment planning. There are lots of ways to get
involved:
1. Come to our recruitment planning meetings.
2. Be on the recruitment panel
3. Welcome people on the interview day
4. Come to induction sessions to help new employees learn about the Bridge
and the way we work.

Check here for recruitment planning dates: www.bridgecollective.org.uk/calendar/
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RECRUITING NOW
For two posts:

1.The Bridge Collective CIC: Community Development
Worker – Experts by Experience
The Bridge Collective is looking to recruit a community development
worker with a focus on developing community through the vehicle of
speaking about personal experience of mental health issues.
Hours: 9 hrs/wk for 17 months
Pay: £10.30 per hour

2.The Bridge Collective CIC:
Community Development Worker – Combined post
The Bridge Collective is seeking to recruit a new member to our
community development team. The postholder will have specific
responsibility for two separate areas: building community through the
vehicle of music; and building community through the vehicle of
volunteering. Understanding of, and commitment to collective working and
consensus decision making is essential to the role.
Hours: 16 hours/wk for six months
Pay: 10.30 per hour
Bridge Collective Mission Statement
To be a company whose members are creating: A democratic community
where people who have experiences, beliefs, and feelings that have
sometimes been labeled as mental illness are welcomed and can talk
about these experiences freely, safely and without judgment; a place to
participate in friendship, support, learning, teaching, discussion, being
active, and making a valid contribution both within the collective and the
wider community.
For further information, see full job advert on our website:
http://www.bridgecollective.org.uk/work-with-us/
Closing date for applications: 5pm Thursday 9th August 2018
Interviews held in central Exeter: 1. Tuesday 28th August 2018
2. Friday 31st August 2018
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Future Bridge Collective Community Meetings:
Thursday 9th August 1-3pm
Thursday 13th September 1-3pm
Thursday 11th October 1-3pm

Minutes - Annual General
Meeting

Thursday May 10th 2018

Present: Nicola, Ceri, Ben, Chris B, Rich, Margaret, Janet, Sarah E, Fleur, Sarah T,
Chris T, Andrew, Ashley, Beverly
Apologies: Maggie, Mark. No. of members present: 10
Quorum: 5 members

Item
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Action/Decision

Minutes of last
meeting

Read, agreed, and signed

Election of
Directors

Andrew and Margaret elected until 2020
AGM.
Ben, Mark, Sarah E, Sarah T to remain
in post until 2019 AGM

Appointment of
Company
Secretary

Andrew to continue as Company
Secretary

Annual report of
our tenth year’s
work.

Began collecting content for the annual
report.
Annual report working space: Wed 20th
June 1-2pm.

Meeting closed

2.20

Community Meeting Minutes

Thursday 14th June 2018

Present: Ben, Chris, Ashley, Margaret, Andrew, Rob, Mark, Chris B1, Sarah E
Apologies: Nicola, Sarah T
No. of Directors present: 5

Item

Action/Decision

Ground Rules

Read

Minutes of last meeting

Read and agreed

Meeting dates and
chair for next meeting

July 12th. Mark to chair

Changes to DCC grant
agreement

Andrew to attempt a counting exercise for first
quarter, followed by a meeting to be set up to
explore further

Accountants

Agreed we will move our accountancy and
payroll to SPARK

Underground Sound

Nicola’s proposals for the next steps for the
project were agreed

Art co-facilitation

It was agreed that Sarah T will co-facilitate the
women’s art group and there will be further
discussion if she would like to be a part of other
art activities

G-Suite

Agreed to continue to use G Suite for the time
being

Wonford Community
Day July 7th

Agreed to run a stall
Activities to be confirmed (Sarah T and Nicola)
Further communication nearer the time

Tudor Trust progress

A further meeting to be arranged to discuss this

Volunteering planning
write-up

Write-up of the work done so far on volunteer
development was shared and appreciated.

Recruitment

Agreement to work towards recruitment for roles
in Underground Sound, Volunteer Development,
and Experts by Experience
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Item

Action/Decision

Dates

30

Getting ready for
Wonford day

Mon 2/7/18 1.30-3.30

Open Reflection

24/7/18 10.30-12.30

Recruitment meetings

Tues 26/6/18 1-3pm
Fri 6/7/18 10.30-12.30
Mon 9/7/18 2-4pm
Mon 23/7/18 2-4pm

Underground Sound
working parties

Fridays 6/7/18, 3/8/18, 7/9/18 2-4pm

Meeting Closed

3.05pm

Community Meeting Minutes

Thursday 12 July 2018

Present: Ashley, Andrew, Nicola, Ceri, Chris, Margaret
Apologies Ben, Sarah E,
No. of Directors present:

Item

Action/Decision

Ground Rules

Read

Minutes of last meeting

Minutes read and amended to show that Sarah
E present on 14th June.

Chair for next meeting

Nicola will chair meeting on 9.8.18 1-3pm.

Co-op grant

Successful award of £1000 - iPad bought and
laptop to buy. Development team to buy it.

Recruitment

Recruitment documents for Experts by
Experience and Music & Volunteering posts
discussed, amended and agreed subject to
quorum.

Newsletter

Final edit agreed.

Art Evaluation

Agreed 7.5 hours to Sarah T and Chris to
evaluate Art Project

Wonford Community
Fete

£66.25 raised on the Bridge Collective tombola,
bric-a-brac and book stall.

Dates

Monday 23rd July - Recruitment Planning 2-4pm

Meeting Closed

15.07pm
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Shiny new Bridge Collective database

Emails and texts from the Bridge
We've now got a shiny new database with contact details from
people who’ve let us know they’d like to receive emails/ texts
about Bridge Collective events and activities.
If you used to get texts and emails but haven’t had any recently it
might be your contact details are not on our new database.
If you’d like to receive texts or emails please:

Text
Andrew on: 07855 633304 or
Nicola on: 07812 439818
with:
“ (your name)” and “OPTIN to activities and events text reminders”
or
Email info@bridgecollective.org.uk
with:
“ (your name)” and “OPTIN to activities and events emails”
“ (your name)” and “OPTIN to receive quarterly newsletter by email”
Thank you :-)
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We are continuing to work collectively to produce
the Bridge Collective newsletter. Anyone interested
in being a part of this process please keep an eye
out for regular newsletter planning meetings in the
What’s On for each month. We continue to be happy
to receive submissions of articles, poems, art,
thoughts, ideas, and more for future newsletters at
any time. Please email your contributions to
newsletter@bridgecollective.org.uk alternatively we
can receive by post: Unit 4 King Street Business
Centre, Exeter, EX1 1BH or in person at Bridge
Collective when we’re open, please check our
online calendar to when this will be:
www.bridgecollective.org.uk/ calendar/
Contributions in black and white please.
Please make clear how you want to be credited,
e.g. full name, anonymous, etc.
DEADLINE FOR NEXT NEWSLETTER: 3rd September

